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 Chandigarh, October 14, 2011:- A live demonstration by National awardee 

crafsmen of traditional and heritage crafts like woven Tapestry, handloom, Phulkari, 

Hand-embroidery material and thewa art jewellery were a great hit with the visitors 

to the National Crafts Mela organised by Chandigarh Administration and NZCC. On 

the eve of most cherished festival of this region falling on Saturday, visitors made a 

beeline to these exquisite stalls to visualise the process of these handicrafts and to 

pick up thee favourite amongst the best offering by these artisans .The whole 

atmosphere of festivity already started appearing in a lively manner with young and 

graceful elder women alongwith families presented a fantabulous view to people at 

Kalagram. 

Awardee Kemraj Sundrayal is an expert demonstrative weaver, working on 

the traditional wooden handloom in 3rd Chandigarh National Crafts Mela to 

reproduce beautiful tapestries and wall hangings at this sort after stall by visitors. 

To make tapestries, artisan has been using neutral coloured threads that are 

stretched vertically over a loom. The designs of the tapestry are created with the 

Horizontal weave from the coloured threads that overlay the vertical thread. This 

artisan has imparted training in countries like Spain, Bhutan etc. Before weaving 

begins, the artist designs a pattern for a large picture called “cartoon” which the 

master weaver follows. The children are fascinated with this interesting live 

demonstration of various handicrafts. 

The art of elegant craft making can be seen in the stall of national awardee 

Asmita from Kolhapur Maharashtra which is blessed with unique skill art which has 

been inherited in the form of special art of embroidery work by Asmita from her 

mother in her childhood days. Her work has reached all over in India and also gone 

abroad like Europe, America. She says, “If one possesses an eye for the art, the art 

speaks through any mediums”. The artisan has used human grey hair to make a 



portrait of Father of Nation- Mahatma Gandhi. She is apt at making portrait of any 

kind through her skill art. 

Artisan Girish Rajsoni indulges in handcrafted Thewa jewellery. Very rare but 

popular This craft practiced by a handful of artisans who specialise in the art of 

fusing filigree gold sheets and spreads onto glass. The craft of thewa is practised by 

these traditional artisans in the small fortified town of Pratapgarh in district 

Chittorgarh of Rajasthan and Rampura in Madhya Pradesh. This unique craft uses 

plaques of glass as its base material. Till today the tradition of using red, green or 

blue glass continues with these artisans in this new technological era also.Phulkari 

is a unique embroidered artwok  created on fine  fabric like shawls sarees dupattas 

etc  which is display at Crafts village and the live demonstration of this skilled art is 

on display attracting curious visitors  to this stall managed by  Punjabi artisan. 

The special attraction today evening would be “Folk on Ramp” with the artists 

and performers of various art forms and dances across the various states of the 

country and also our own popular gidda/bhangra (Punjab), Rikampada(Arunanchal 

Pradesh), Chakri (Rajasthan), Guravara Kunita (Karnataka), Dhedia (Uttar 

Pradesh), Paika (Jharkand), Dandia (Gujarat),Thadia (uttrakhand),Hoza 

giri(Tripura), Sirmouri Nati(HP), Dollu Kunitha (Karnataka), Jhijhia (Bihar), Wangala 

(Meghalaya), Badhai (MP), Ghoomra (Orissa), Bardoi Shikhla (Assam), Mathur , 

Lambadi(AP),Kaksar (Chhatisgarh), Saila Karma (MP), Veerakasi 

(Karnataka,Gidha/Bhangra (punjab). 

The Craft mela presents a rich milleau of art and crafts being sold at the 146 

stalls and the day folk performances enchanted the visitors who thronged in large 

number towards the crafts Mela at kalagram which is closing on this monday 

therefore the visitors may not get the opportunity in a short period. 

 


